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Change Week % Change 
Week

% Change 
YTD

%Change 
1 Year

Trailing 
P/E 

-77.84 -0.24% -9.46% -4.77% 17.7

-8.59 -0.21% -13.49% -1.86% 20.3

-189.98 -1.54% -22.37% -10.92% 23.0

-128.72 -0.62% -2.78% 6.96% 14.4

Dow Jones Euro Stoxx 50 3,629.17 -153.93 -4.07% -15.57% -9.26% 13.7

FTSE 100 (UK) 7,387.94 -156.61 -2.08% 0.05% 4.41% 12.7

DAX (Germany) 13,674.29 -423.59 -3.00% -13.92% -10.02% 13.0

Nikkei 225 (Japan) 27,003.56 155.66 0.58% -6.21% -7.94% 14.5

Hang Seng (Hong Kong) 20,001.96 -1,087.43 -5.16% -14.51% -30.15% 9.6

Shanghai Composite (China) 3,001.56 -45.50 -1.49% -17.53% -12.78% 12.0

MSCI World 2,784.12 -11.50 -0.41% -13.85% -5.69% 18.0

MSCI EAFE -40.47 -1.99% -14.68% -13.18% 14.2

Change Week % Change 
Week

% Change 
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%Change 
1 Year

Trailing 
P/E 

-9.30 -3.80% -14.09% -13.85% 17.2

-23.65 -2.95% 2.01% 18.17% 21.8

12.36 5.11% 55.13% 102.68% 11.6

-2.56 -0.67% -6.08% 5.93% 10.7

-1.82 -5.17% -27.31% -49.00% N/A

-8.87 -2.45% -7.09% 1.47% 23.3

-7.24 -5.08% -36.29% -25.81% NULL

-1.32 -0.35% 13.46% 11.19% 14.2

-19.00 -5.39% -16.14% -2.41% 6.8

-2.52 -1.21% 5.59% 11.76% 20.8

-0.65 -0.18% 2.22% 10.01% 30.3
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NBF 
2022E

5.68 5.43% 46.75% 70.56% $95.00

0.79 10.85% 115.28% 174.25% $4.90

-23.30 -1.22% 3.20% 3.88% $1,921

Copper futures (US$/Pound) -0.15 -3.42% -4.73% -8.11% $4.70

Curr. Net 
Change
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1 Year

NBF 
Q4/22e

-0.0032 -0.41% -2.14% -5.89% 0.83

0.0000 0.00% -7.27% -12.62% 1.13

-0.0242 -1.93% -8.87% -11.21% 1.34

0.77 0.59% 13.49% 19.73% 119
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THE WEEK IN NUMBERS 
(May 2nd – May 6th) 

Canadian Key Rate Last Change 1 
month bps Last Change 1 

month bps
CDA o/n 1.00% 0.0 CDA 5 year 2.89% 38.1

CDA Prime 3.20% 0.0 CDA 10 year 3.09% 57.3

CDA 3 month T-Bill 1.44% 71.0 CDA 20 year 3.15% 61.4

CDA 6 month T-Bill 1.90% 52.0 CDA 30 year 3.02% 59.2

CDA 1 Year 2.50% 48.0 5YR Sovereign CDS 39.00

CDA 2 year 2.71% 36.5 10YR Sovereign CDS 40.1

US Key Rate Last Change 1 
month bps Last Change 1 

month bps
US FED Funds 0.50-0.75% 0.5 US 5 year 3.03% 34.2

US Prime 4.00% 0.5 US 10 year 3.10% 50.5

US 3 month T-Bill 0.83% 14.5 US 30 year 3.20% 57.3

US 6 month T-Bill 1.36% 21.8 5YR Sovereign CDS 16

US 1 Year 2.04% 27.4 10YR Sovereign CDS 23.5

US 2 year 2.69% 20.6  
Change Week Change 

Y-T-D
-1.67% -11.12%

-0.39% -4.02%

-1.54% -10.44%

-3.53% -19.97%FTSE Long Term Bond Index

CANADIAN BOND - TOTAL RETURN

FTSE Universe Bond Index

FTSE Short Term Bond Index

FTSE Mid Term Bond Index

CURRENT YIELD CURVE
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WEEKLY ECONOMIC WATCH  
 

CANADA – Canadian employment registered a 15K gain in April, following February’s and 
March’s surges (409K). This gain was below consensus calling for a 40K increase. April’s job increases 
resulted in a one tenth drop in the unemployment rate from 5.3% to 5.2% as the participation rate also 
dropped one tick (65.3%). This is the lowest jobless rate on record since comparable data became 
available in 1976. The increase in employment stemmed from part-time jobs (+47K) while full-time jobs 
posted a decline (-32K). The private sector registered a 22K increase, while the public sector (-5K) and 
self-employed (-1K) posted slight declines. The services sector (+31K) continued to register gains in 
April. Public administration (+17K), professional services (+15K), educational services (+13K) and 
information/recreation (+13K) were the top performers while trade (-18K) and healthcare (-12K) lagged. 
Meanwhile, employment in the goods-producing sector (-16K) posted a decline due to construction (-
21K) while other industries were essentially unchanged. Regionally, Alberta (+16K) posted the 
strongest gain among provinces followed by Ontario (+14K) while Quebec posted a significant decline (-
27K). BC (-2K) employment remained essentially unchanged. 

Canadian employment data released this week show job creation lower than what the consensus of 
economists had expected. The details of the report are not particularly bright, with a 32K drop in full-
time jobs. That said, the private sector continued to post hires despite a 21K drop in construction jobs. 
We will keep a close eye on the latter sector in the months ahead given its high sensitivity to rising 
interest rates. For their part, the information, culture and recreation as well as the accommodation and 
food services industries continued to recover from the pandemic, accounting for as much as half of the 
job gains in services. The moderation in job creation in April is not cause for concern given the current 
phase of the cycle. It is true that SMEs were still reporting serious labour supply difficulties in April, with 
the shortage of skilled labour being the most acute since data began being compiled. 

 
However, it remains to be seen whether companies can make these hires in an extremely tight labour 
market. In addition, companies are facing not only wage pressures, but also soaring input prices, 
which are putting pressure on margins. Payroll management could become crucial, which could 
mean limited hiring in the coming months. Overall, this morning's report still depicts a strong labour 
market all over Canada compared to prepandemic levels. Therefore, monetary policy is still way too 
accommodative and the BoC should provide a neutral interest rate by the summer. 
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The merchandise trade surplus narrowed from C$3.08 billion in February (initially estimated at 
C$2.66 billion) to C$2.49 billion in March. Analysts were expecting the surplus to grow to C$3.9 
billion. Nominal exports sprang 6.3%, while nominal imports soared 7.7%, the biggest gain in 20 
months. On the exports side, 9 of the 11 industries saw increases, notably metal ores/non-metallic 
minerals (+19.4%), energy products (+12.8%), motor vehicles/parts (+7.9%), and consumer goods 
(+6.3%). These were only partially offset by a 6.2% drop in the farm/fishing/intermediate food 
products category. Meanwhile, higher imports were driven by energy products (+26.3%), 
aircraft/transportation equipment (+24.6%), metal/non-metallic mineral products (+19.6%), and motor 
vehicles/parts (+9.9%), among others. Canada’s energy surplus with the world grew from C$12.9 
billion to a new all-time high of C$14.1 billion, while the non-energy deficit widened from C$9.8 billion 
to C$11.7 billion. The trade surplus with the United States swelled from C$10.9 billion to C$12.6 
billion, another record. In real terms, exports advanced 1.1%, while imports rose 7.0%. 

For the ninth time in ten months, Canada's trade balance remained in positive territory, with both 
exports and imports reaching all-time highs. Total trade (exports + imports) in the motor 
vehicles/parts category expanded the most in five months “as automakers experienced a reprieve 
from supply chain issues that have been limiting output for a number of months”. Despite this 
improvement, international exchanges in the auto sector remained 7.6% below their pre-pandemic 
level. The energy sector, meanwhile, benefited from higher prices and uncertainty surrounding global 
oil supply. Imports mustered a second consecutive gain, while exports jumped 12.8%, propelling 
Canada’s energy trade surplus to a record level. 

 
Interestingly, energy goods accounted for a whopping 28.2% of total exports in March, a proportion 
similar to that in March 2014. The United States being the main buyer of Canadian energy products, 
it is perhaps not surprising that the trade surplus with our neighbour to the south reached its highest 
level on record at the end of the first quarter. 

 
Apart from auto and energy, the metal ores/non-metallic minerals segment also performed well, with 
both exports and imports jumping nearly 20%. Statistics Canada attributed this good showing to high 
demand for Canadian fertilizers in the wake of the war in Ukraine, which pushed exports of potash to 
a record level. (Recall that Russia and Belarus are respectively the second- and third- biggest  
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producer of this potassium compound, after Canada.) Trade in goods likely weighed on GDP 
growth in the first quarter of the year, as real exports (-2.5% q/q) contracted at a slightly faster pace 
than real imports did (-1.0% q/q). The increase in import volumes in the machinery equipment 
category (+3.8% q/q), meanwhile, bodes well for investment spending in Q1.                                                         

Manufacturing growth weakened in April as evidenced by Markit’s manufacturing PMI, which slid 
from 58.9, the highest reading in the survey’s history, to 56.2. However, it still marked the 22nd 
consecutive monthly improvement in operating conditions for Canadian factories. The easing of 
COVID-related restrictions and a general improvement in demand conditions allowed new orders to 
expand, but the backlogs continued to rise sharply owing to material scarcity, truck shortages, and 
freight delays. To remedy the situation, firms expanded their headcount, but this was not enough to 
meet growing demand. Input price inflation moderated from March’s peak, but the rate of increase 
remained one of the strongest ever registered thanks to the rising cost of fuel, materials, 
transportation, and labour, not to mention the war in Ukraine. Looking ahead, favourable demand 
conditions supported positive sentiment at the start of the second quarter. However, the degree of 
optimism moderated from March and dipped just below the long-run series average. Steep cost 
pressures, the geopolitical environment and uncertainty weighed on hope a little in April.  

 
 

UNITED STATES - As had been widely expected, the FOMC voted to raise the target range 
for the federal funds rate 50 basis points to 0.75% to 1.0%, the first half-percentage-point hike in 
more than two decades. Unlike at March’s meeting, no one dissented from this week’s decision. 
Meanwhile, the interest rate paid on reserve balances (IORB) is to be raised by a proportional 50 
bps to 0.90%. At the same time, the Fed announced the beginning of its balance sheet 
normalization process (i.e., quantitative tightening). Starting June 1, the Fed will allow up to $47.5 
billion per month ($30 billion Treasuries and $17.5 billion mortgage-backed securities) to roll off its 
balance sheet. After three months, the pace of run-off will accelerate to $95 billion per month ($60 
billion in Treasuries and $35 billion in MBS). Aside from the key policy decisions, there were 
noteworthy adjustments made to the statement: 

• While the qualitative economic assessment acknowledged that economic activity was slowing, 
it noted that household spending and investment “remained strong”. The statement highlighted 
“robust” job gains in recent months and an unemployment rate that had “declined substantially”. 
Once again, it credited elevated inflation to supply/demand imbalances, higher energy prices, 
and broader price pressures. 

• The statement retained its paragraph on the Russian invasion of Ukraine, which highlights 
additional upward pressure on inflation and downward pressure on growth. This time it added 
that “COVID-related lockdowns in China [were] likely to exacerbate supply chain disruptions” 
and that “the Committee [was] highly attentive to inflation risks”. 

• Importantly, we did not see a change in the guidance regarding the path of the policy rate. 
Instead, May’s statement reiterated that the Committee “anticipate[d] that ongoing increases in 
the target range [would] be appropriate.” 

Fed Chair Jerome Powell’s press conference prompted a collective sigh of relief from markets as 
he poured a little cold water on the aggressive policy trajectory that the market had priced in. While 
we did see the market-implied odds of a 75-bp rate hike in June rise in recent weeks, Powell 
stressed that this“ [wasn’t] something the FOMC [was] actively considering”. Instead, the committee 
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thought it appropriate for 50-bp increases to be on the table for the “next couple of meetings”. This 
appears to be consistent with two more 50-bp hikes in June and July, before decelerating to 25-bp 
increases thereafter. This could bring us to a year-end target range of 2.50%-2.75%, which would 
be less tightening than the market was bracing for before today’s decision. Importantly, Powell also 
stressed that they would work to “not drive uncertainty”. In other words, we should not expect the 
Fed to pull a “hawkish surprise” by seeking to get back in front of the markets. Rather, they would 
likely telegraph decisions as clearly as possible. Moreover, there was also no commitment to lift 
rates above neutral (even though that was what March’s dot plot indicated for 2023 and 2024). If 
deemed appropriate, they “won’t hesitate” to bring policy into restrictive territory, but this was hardly 
a firm commitment from Powell. As for QT, the Fed Chair reiterated prior estimates that their 
balance sheet normalization might be equivalent to one 25-bp hike per year. However, he 
adamantly stressed that there was tremendous uncertainty surrounding that estimate.  
 
Unsurprisingly, Powell remained confident that they could bring inflation down without pushing the 
economy into recession. While tightening policy would be “unpleasant”, labour markets were very 
strong and consumers were in a solid position financially (i.e., improved balance sheets, excess 
savings). There was a good chance that there would be a soft or “soft-ish” landing, Powell noted. 
He added that he expected additional labour to come online, labour demand to slow, and overall 
balance to return to the jobs market. Once again, he drew attention to the job openings to 
unemployed ratio, which continued to tick higher. While there was no target, they wanted to see 
this key ratio decline. Finally, on inflation, Powell cited recent PCE reports that showed “some 
evidence”’ that we were reaching a peak or flattening out. However, the Fed was not taking any 
comfort on the inflation front yet. 
 
There were no major surprises regarding the key decisions, seeing how a 50-bp hike and the start 
of QT had been widely anticipated. If anything, the statement was a tad underwhelming relative to 
some expectations given that policy rate guidance remained unchanged and there was no explicit 
statement regarding intentions to move to/above neutral this year (“the Committee anticipates that 
ongoing increases in the target range will be appropriate”). At the subsequent press conference, 
Powell effectively quashed the 75-bp hike debate for June by specifying that 50-bp hikes would be 
considered in June and July. Prior to the meeting, markets had prepped for four straight 50-bp 
increases (with ~50% odds of a 75-bp move along the way), which is not the trajectory charted out 
by Powell at the conference. As we look towards June, we fully expect another 50-bp hike. 
Moreover, we do think the dot plot will see the median estimate for fed funds move higher for 2022, 
but changes here are likely to be more modest than initially feared. At this juncture, we expect the 
policy rate to be in the mid-2% range by year-end. Meanwhile, QT will begin next month, 
accelerating to maximum run-off in September. Near term, however, this will have a relatively 
smaller effect given how rapidly policy rate accommodation is being withdrawn. 
 
Nonfarm payrolls rose 428K in April, more than the +380K print expected by consensus. This 
positive surprise was partly offset by a 39K downward revision of previous months’ results. 
Employment in the goods sector jumped 66K, with gains in manufacturing (+55K) mining/logging 
(+9K) and, to a lesser extent, construction (+2K). Services-producing industries, meanwhile, 
expanded payrolls by 340K, with notable increases for leisure/hospitality (+78K), education/health 
(+59K), transportation/warehousing (+52K), professional/business services (+41K), 
finance/insurance (+35K) and retail (+29K). Employment in the public sector advanced 22K. 
Average hourly earnings rose 5.5% y/y in April, the same as in March and in line with the median 
economist forecast. Month on month, earnings progressed 0.3%. 
 
Released at the same time, the household survey (similar in methodology to Canada's LFS) 
painted a decidedly less upbeat picture of the situation prevailing on the labour market, with a 
reported 353K drop in employment. This came on the heels of a 753K surge the prior month. The 
monthly drop, combined with a two-tick decline in the participation rate (from 62.4% to 62.2%), left 
the unemployment rate unchanged at a post-pandemic low of 3.6%. Full-time employment sank 
651K, while the ranks of part-timers swelled 189K.  
 
The two employment reports conveyed starkly different messages in April. While the establishment 
survey signaled a continuation of employment gains, the household poll reported losses. Such 
discrepancies between the two reports are not particularly uncommon. These are, after all, rather 
imprecise indicators whose methodology differs greatly. Looking at the data over a longer period, 
the two surveys appear much more in tune. In fact, the household survey points to stronger year-
to-date employment gains (+2.73 million) than the establishment poll (+2.07 million). The same is  
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is true over the past 12 months (+7.40 million vs. +6.62 million). It therefore seems likely that the 
decline in employment reported by the household survey was more an adjustment after an overshoot 
than a sign of weakness in the labor market. 

That said, April’s household survey cannot simply be brushed aside. While we recognize that one 
month does not make the trend, we noticed some trend reversals in the report that will deserve our 
attention in the coming months. The most important of these was the decrease in the participation 
rate, the first since May 2021. This came at a time when many businesses are counting on the return 
of workers to the labor market to alleviate labour shortages. If this return does not materialize, the 
fight to acquire talent risks becoming even fiercer, something which would put even more pressure 
on wages and complicate the Federal Reserve’s job. Other details of the report also left much to be 
desired. Full-time employment dropped the most since January 2021, the ranks of long-term 
unemployed increased and broad measures of employment such as the employment-to-population 
ratio (from 60.1% to 60.0%) or the underemployment rate (from 6.9% to 7.0%) deteriorated slightly. 

As we mentioned before, the establishment survey was much more upbeat, showing decent gains for 
private employment and in the sectors that had been most affected by social distancing measures – 
notably leisure/hospitality and education/health –, a reflection of the ongoing re-opening process 

Although we will refrain from reading too much into April’s job data, we will risk a few conclusions. 
First, we think the solid gains that followed the reopening of the economy are well and truly behind 
us, which means analysts will have to get used to more “normal” employment reports going forward. 
Second, whatever their nature, it seems that certain structural factors are keeping some workers 
away from the labor market. In this context, it may prove difficult to bring participation rates back to 
their pre-crisis level. This will have repercussions on wages and on the productive capacity of 
businesses 

The Job Openings and Labor Turnover Survey (JOLTS) showed that positions waiting to be filled 
rose in March from 11,344K to an all-time high of 11,549K. As a result, the ratio of job offers to 
unemployed person continued to rise, going from 1.81 to an all-time high of 1.94. The report also 
showed that hires declined from 6,832K to 6,737K, a level still 11.8% above this indicator’s pre-
pandemic peak. Total separations, for their part, rose from 6,082K to 6,321K as quits increased from 
4,384K, to 4,536K. The quit rate (i.e., the number of voluntary separations as a percentage of total 
employment) ticked up to 3.0%, equaling the peak it reached last year. The large number of quits is 
encouraging in that it may reflect growing confidence among employees and stiffer competition 
among employers. 

 
In March, the trade deficit increased to an all-time high of $109.8 billion. Goods imports surged 
12.0% to a new record of $298.8 billion, led by finished metal shapes (+$6.8 billion), passenger cars 
(+$2.5 billion), other textile and household goods (+$2.0 billion), and computers (+$1.5 billion). 
Petroleum imports increased $1.6 billion to $24.8 billion as crude oil imports rose $1.2 billion. Goods 
exports rose 7.3% to $170.7 billion thanks essentially to an increase in other petroleum products 
(+$2.0 billion), crude oil (+$1.7 billion), fuel oil (+$1.3 billion), and natural gas liquids (+$1.1 billion). 
As imports expanded at a higher rate than exports did, the goods trade deficit increased from $107.8 
billion to a historical level of $128.1 billion. On a country-by-country basis, the U.S. goods deficit 
increased with Canada (from $6.6 billion to an all-time high of $10.3 billion), China (from $41.2 billion 
to $48.6 billion), Japan (from $5.1 billion to $6.1 billion), and Mexico (from $9.8 billion to$10.6 billion), 
but improved with the European Union (from $17.0 billion to $15.6 billion). 
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The services surplus, meanwhile, improved from $18.0 billion to $18.3 billion as growth in exports 
slightly outpaced growth in imports (1.8% vs. 1.7%). Travel exports (spending by visitors to the United 
States) rose for a second month in a row after decreasing in January following the imposition of various 
measures to slow the progression of the Omicron variant. Travel imports (spending by Americans 
abroad), too, climbed to their highest level since the start of the pandemic. 

 
In April, the ISM Non-Manufacturing PMI declined for the fourth time in five months, going from 58.3 to 
57.1, which was still above the indicator’s pre-pandemic level and consistent with a decent pace of 
growth in the services economy. Consensus expectations, however, were for the index to rise to 58.5. 
The new orders sub-index decreased significantly from 60.1 to 54.6. The employment sub-index 
decreased as well, sinking into negative territory (from 54.0 to 49.5). On the other hand, the sub-indices 
tracking business activity (from 55.5 to 59.1), supplier deliveries (from 63.4 to 65.1), inventory sentiment 
(from 40.2 to 46.7), and inventory change (from 51.7 to 52.3) increased, signaling an acceleration of 
growth. The report also indicated that inflationary pressures continued to mount among service 
providers. The Prices Paid Index climbed from 83.8 to an all-time high of 84.6. The new export orders 
sub-index decreased from 61.0 to 58.1 indicating less robust growth. Meanwhile, the imports sub-index 
moved into positive territory (from 45.0 to 52.9). Of the 18 industries covered, 17 reported growth in 
April. 
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The ISM Manufacturing PMI fell from 57.1 in March to 55.4 in April instead of rising to 57.6 as per 
consensus. This was below this indicator’s pre-pandemic level but still consistent with a decent pace 
of expansion in the goods economy. The new orders (from 53.8 to 53.5) and output sub-indices (from 
54.5 to 53.6) signaled a moderation in growth, with both gauges dropping to their lowest level since 
the onset of the pandemic. Supplier delivery times, for their part, increased at a faster pace than in the 
prior month (from 65.4 to 67.2) on account of persistent supply constraints made worse by restrictive 
Covid-19 measures in China. The employment gauge fell to a seven-month low (from 56.3 to 50.9), 
suggesting a slower pace of hiring in April. Price increases moderated but continued to be significant, 
as the price paid sub-index decreased from 87.1 to 84.6. Of the 18 manufacturing industries surveyed, 
17 reported growth in April. 

 
Initial jobless claims climbed from 181K to 200K in the week to April 30. Continued claims, for their 
part, decreased from 1,403K to a 52-year low of 1,384K. Such low levels of claims reflect the 
exceptional vitality of the job market in the United States.  

 
WORLD - The JPMorgan/Markit World Manufacturing PMI slipped from 52.9 in March to a 19-
month low of 52.2 in April owing to tighter COVID restrictions in China, rising geopolitical tensions, 
supply-chain disruptions, and escalating inflationary pressures. However, as it held above the neutral 
50 mark, the PMI extended its positive growth streak to 22 months. Output signalled a downturn for 
the first time since June 2020, as the sub-index fell from 50.9 to 48.5 owing to a steep contraction in 
China. The new orders sub-index declined as well, sliding from 51.4 to 50.3, which continued to 
indicate growth, albeit at a slower pace. Headcounts, meanwhile, expanded for the 18th consecutive 
month, though they did so at their slowest pace since January. April also saw the rates of inflation for 
input and output charges pick up from already lofty levels. 

 
In the Eurozone, the unemployment rate ticked down from 6.9% in February to a record-low 6.8% in 
March. 
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Still in the Eurozone, the Producer Price Index in March soared 36.8% over 12 months, another 
record. The rise was propelled by a sharp 104.1% increase in energy prices. Excluding this 
component, the index grew 13.6% y/y. 

 

GEOPOLITICAL BRIEFING 
The higher costs involved in moving to a lower-trust global economy 

 
Trade tensions, shortages of medical supplies during the pandemic, the Ukraine war and China’s strict 
COVID-related lockdowns have accelerated plans to diversify supply chains and re-shore production 
in key sectors in order to increase resiliency and reduce reliance on geopolitical rivals. However, the 
process of building alternative factories and sources of materials will be very expensive and take 
many years to complete. 

Moving toward more secure but less-efficient supply chains: Over the last several decades, 
efficiencies have been gained by narrowing the production of key components to a small group of the 
most efficient suppliers. The semiconductor sector is a case in point. The Taiwan Semiconductor 
Manufacturing Company manufactures 92% of the world’s most advanced chips. The company, in 
turn, is reliant on Dutch-based ASML for its most advanced lithography systems to etch the designs 
for each chip. These lithography systems use lasers which require neon gas. Up until recently, 
Ukraine supplied about half the world’s semiconductor-grade neon from the cities of Mariupol and 
Odessa. Complicating matters further, Russia produced the crude neon that was sent to Ukraine to be 
purified. The second-largest producer of neon gas is China, with 30% of global supply. Producing 
neon elsewhere involves creating specialized equipment within steel plants. While producing goods in 
multiple locations will eventually increase the resiliency of supply chains, it will reduce economies of 
scale and add to operating costs. 

The United States is intensifying moves to become more self-sufficient: China controls about 
60% of the world’s production of rare earth minerals and nearly 90% of the refining capacity. China 
also refines 35% of the world’s nickel and 50% to 70% of its lithium and cobalt.5 This means that 
America often must still ship certain key minerals to China for processing. If the United States fails to 
develop alternative supply chains for these minerals on a wide enough scale, it risks going from being 
energy independent of most fossil fuels to relying on other countries, including China, for inputs 
essential to the transition to green energy. However, the trade-off for securing supply is that any 
production brought online in the West will have higher operating costs compared with imports from 
countries with lower environmental standards and wages. 
Europe: The challenge of reconfiguring energy supply chains away from Russia: Europe, in 
particular, will have to balance plans to speed up the transition to green energy with the short-term 
necessity of becoming less reliant on imports of Russian oil, gas and coal. This will be a long and 
costly process.  

Other challenges: 
• Companies increasingly will be forced to fully map out their supply chains  
• How the Ukraine war is disrupting China’s supply chains:  
• The rise of stockpiling, locking in mineral supplies 
• The challenge of imposing massive sanctions on China 

(full report) 
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Highlights 
 

• After weakening somewhat in the weeks following Russia's attack on Ukraine on February 24, 
the trade-weighted U.S. dollar surged in April. The real effective exchange rate is the highest 
it has been in two decades if we exclude the Covid recession. Though stickier domestic 
inflation justifies a more aggressive Fed and a stronger U.S. dollar in the short term, we still 
think that year-end expectations for the fed funds are too high considering the potential 
collateral damage of an overvalued greenback on global financial stability. 
 

• Drum-tight labour markets have caught the Bank of Canada by surprise and are now fuelling 
inflation. Annual CPI inflation, now at 7 percent, recently exceeded the unemployment rate for 
only the third time in about fifty years. Against this backdrop, the BoC raised its overnight rate 
by half a percentage point for the first in over two decades on April 13 and opened the door 
for a similar move at its June interest-rate setting meeting. Despite these actions and high 
commodity prices, the Canadian dollar remains depressed due to fears of a prolonged 
slowdown in global growth. The next few months could be volatile for currencies, as China 
remains adamant about controlling Covid despite the real economic damage. Due to this 
decision, we have delayed our scenario of CAD appreciation to H2 2022. 
 

• With a central bank keen on maintaining accommodative monetary policy and the potential for 
trade woes, the current environment warrants a weak Japanese currency. True, further 
depreciation could be limited given that the Yen is already deeply oversold and largely 
shorted by market participants. It would take a change in stance from the central bank to offer 
some support but that seems unlikely for the short-term. 

 
• As we publish, an uncertain outlook continues to plague the Eurozone. Recent data releases 

do little to reinforce positivity while the geopolitical situation remains contentious. The risk of 
gas conduits being cut off have increased with Poland and Bulgaria being the recipients of the 
Russian wrath. Our forecast for the Euro is for continued weakness in the short to medium 
term with some possibility of upside if the trade weighted USD were to moderate from its lofty 
levels.  (Full report) 
 

 
  Source: NBF Economics and Strategy 
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  U.S. and Canadian News   

 
Monday May 2nd, 2022 

Canadian factory activity decelerates as capacity 
constraints weigh 
Canadian manufacturing activity expanded at a slower 
pace in April as the war in Ukraine contributed to 
pressures on capacity and cost, offsetting continued 
robust demand, data showed on Monday.  The S&P 
Global Canada Manufacturing Purchasing Managers' 
Index (PMI) fell to a seasonally adjusted 56.2 in April, 
pulling back from a survey-record high of 58.9 in March.  
U.S. manufacturing sector slows further in April 
U.S. manufacturing activity slowed for a second straight 
month in April, but supply bottlenecks appeared to be 
easing, with the pace of increase in prices for inputs and 
the backlog of unfinished work at factories moderating.  
U.S. construction spending rises less than expected 
in March 
U.S. construction spending barely rose in March as a 
moderate increase in outlays on private projects was 
partially offset by a further decline in public spending. 
 Activision shares rise after Buffett reveals Berkshire 
took 9.5% stake 
Activision Blizzard Inc shares rose on Monday after 
Warren Buffett said his company Berkshire Hathaway Inc 
had taken a 9.5% stake in the video game maker, which 
Microsoft Corp has agreed to buy for $68.7 billion. 

Tuesday May 3rd, 2022 
Pfizer keeps COVID sales forecast unchanged as 
pandemic curbs ease 
 Pfizer Inc PFE.N maintained sales forecasts for its 
COVID products on Tuesday after a series of hikes to the 
sales outlook for its COVID-19 vaccine last year, in a sign 
that dizzying growth has slowed. Several countries 
across the globe have eased pandemic-linked restrictions 
and relaxed rules related to masking and quarantines, 
even as cases rise in some regions. 
Burger King, Tim Hortons sales power earnings beat 
for parent Restaurant Brands 
 Restaurant Brands International Inc beat estimates for 
quarterly results on Tuesday, boosted by higher prices 
and strong demand at its Burger King and Tim Hortons 
chains. Same-store sales at Burger King and Tim Hortons 
jumped with more people ordering their sandwiches and 
coffees as they resumed their pre-pandemic routine. 
Thomson Reuters ups 2022 revenue forecast after Q1 
beat 
 Thomson Reuters Corp raised its 2022 revenue forecast 
on Tuesday after beating first-quarter expectations on 
strong growth across its core legal, tax and accounting, 
and corporate businesses. The parent company of 
Reuters News said that while the first quarter gave it 
more confidence in its financial outlook, the ongoing 
pandemic and geopolitical risks and any worsening of the 
economy could hurt its ability to reach its goals. 
 

Wednesday May 4th, 2022 
-  Canada's trade surplus narrows as imports, exports 

hit record highs  
 Canada's trade surplus with the world narrowed to C$2.49 
billion in March from February, missing analyst 
expectations, as both imports and exports surged to record 
highs, data from Statistics Canada showed on Wednesday. 

-  U.S. private payrolls growth slows in April 
 U.S. private payrolls increased less than expected in April, 
likely restrained by persistent worker shortages. Private 
payrolls rose by 247,000 jobs last month, the ADP National 
Employment Report showed on Wednesday. Data for 
March was revised higher to show 479,000 jobs added 
instead of the initially reported 455,000.  

- Fed raises rates by half a percentage point — the 
biggest hike in two decades — to fight inflation 
The Federal Reserve on Wednesday raised its benchmark 
interest rate by half a percentage point as the most 
aggressive step yet in its battle against generational highs 
in inflation. 

- Toronto home sales plunge 41% in April as higher 
rates take hold 
 he impact of higher borrowing rates is rippling through 
Canada’s largest regional housing market. The latest data 
from the Toronto Regional Real Estate Board (TRREB) 
showed 8,008 properties were sold in the month of April, 
far below the 13,613 transactions that occurred in the 
same month last year. It represents a 41.2 per cent plunge. 

Thursday May 5th, 2022   
Shopify plunges after earnings miss, US$2.1B startup deal 

Shopify Inc. dropped as much as 16 per cent after it 
missed analysts’ estimates for revenue and profit and 
announced the largest acquisition in its history, a US$2.1 
billion deal for delivery startup Deliverr. 

 Worker output fell 7.5% in the first quarter, the biggest 
decline since 1947 
Worker productivity fell to start 2022 at its fastest pace in 
nearly 75 years while labor costs soared as the U.S. 
struggled with surging Covid cases, the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics reported Thursday. 

- BCE beats profit expectations, surpasses pre-
pandemic results 
 BCE Inc. rode strong wireless results to a first-quarter 
profit beat, topping analyst expectations and surpassing 
pre-pandemic business levels for the first time.  

Friday May 6th, 2022   
- Canadian job gains stall as unemployment rate hits 

new low 
Canada’s labor market stalled even as the jobless rate fell 
to a new record low, hampered by a dearth of new 
workers. 
Job growth accelerated by 428,000 in April, more than 
expected as jobs picture stays strong 

- The U.S. economy added slightly more jobs than expected 
in April amid an increasingly tight labor market and despite 
surging inflation and fears of a growth slowdown, the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics reported Friday. 
 

Click on title to view the full story. 
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                       International News    
 
Monday May 2nd, 2022 
-  Japan's April factory activity expands at slower rate 

Japan's manufacturing activity grew at a slower pace 
from the previous month in April as supply chain 
disruptions and strict Chinese coronavirus lockdown 
measures hurt overseas demand. Activity in the sector 
was held up by resilience in output, overall orders and 
optimism about the year ahead, even as producers grew 
more wary of persisting price pressures, the Ukraine war, 
logistics logjams and the global economic outlook. 

- Euro zone factory output growth stalled in April 
Euro zone manufacturing output growth stalled last 
month as factories struggled to source raw materials 
while demand took a knock from steep price increases 
and fears about the economic outlook, a survey showed.  
Supply disruption, weaker demand cloud outlook for 
German manufacturers 
 Supply disruption and weaker demand weighed on 
German manufacturing activity in April as the war in 
Ukraine and COVID-19 lockdowns in China worsened 
the outlook for goods producers in Europe's biggest 
economy, a survey showed on Monday. 

- Setback for Shanghai's COVID battle as Beijing 
ramps up mass testing 
 China's commercial capital of Shanghai was dealt a 
blow on Monday as authorities reported 58 new COVID-
19 cases outside areas under strict lockdown, while 
Beijing pressed on with testing millions of people on a 
May Day holiday few were celebrating. 

Tuesday May 3rd, 2022 
- Euro zone producer prices surge in March, 

unemployment hits record low 
 Euro zone producer prices surged more than expected 
in March as energy prices more than doubled year-on-
year, data showed on Tuesday, while unemployment 
continued to fall hitting a new record low. The European 
Union's statistics office Eurostat said prices at factory 
gates in the 19 countries sharing the euro jumped 5.3% 
month-on-month for a 36.8% year-on-year surge.  
German unemployment sinks in April as pandemic 
measures ease 
 German unemployment fell in April, Labour Office 
figures showed on Tuesday, though the effect of the war 
in Ukraine slowed a continued recovery seen since the 
lifting of coronavirus pandemic measures. The Federal 
Labour Office said the number of people out of work fell 
by 13,000 in seasonally adjusted terms to 2.287 million. 
Analysts polled by Reuters had on average expected a 
decrease of 15,000. 

 UK factory activity edges up from March's one-year 
low 

  British factory activity edged up in April after slowing to 
its weakest in just over a year in March following 
Russia's invasion of Ukraine, but manufacturers were 
wary about the outlook as costs leapt and demand 
faltered, a survey showed on Tuesday. 
 

- Fitch cuts China's 2022 GDP forecast to 4.3% from 
4.8% on COVID hit 

  Fitch said on Tuesday it has cut China's GDP growth 
forecast for 2022 to 4.3% from 4.8%, saying pandemic-
related disruptions have had an impact on the country's 
economy in the first two quarters of the year. The rating 
agency said it stills expects a quarter-over-quarter GDP 
contraction in the second quarter, before the economy starts 
to recover. 

Wednesday May 4th, 2022 
 Euro zone business growth got boost from reopened 

services in April 
Business activity in the euro zone accelerated last month as 
the bloc's dominant services industry took advantage of a 
further loosening of COVID-19 restrictions, offsetting a near-
stall in manufacturing output growth, a survey showed on 
Wednesday. 

- UK consumer borrowing surge hints at cost-of-living 
crunch 
 British consumers increased borrowing by the most in three 
years over February and March, according to data that 
would typically be a sign of solid demand but might now 
reflect how the cost-of-living squeeze is forcing some 
households deeper into debt. 
Beijing steps up COVID curbs as virus spreads in China 

-  Beijing shut scores of metro stations and bus routes and 
extended COVID-19 curbs on many public venues on 
Wednesday, focusing efforts to avoid the fate of Shanghai, 
where millions have been under strict lockdown for more 
than a month. 

Thursday May 5th, 2022 
- China's services activity falls at second sharpest rate 

on record 
China's services sector activity contracted at the second-
steepest rate on record in April, as tighter COVID curbs 
halted the industry, leading to sharper reductions in new 
business and employment, a private-sector survey showed 
on Thursday. 
Bank of England raises rates to 1% despite recession 
risk 
The Bank of England raised interest rates to their highest 
since 2009 on Thursday, hiking by a quarter-point to 1% to 
counter inflation now heading above 10%, even as it sent 

warning that Britain risks falling into recession.  
 

Friday May 6th, 2022 
- German industrial output falls more than expected in 

March 
 German industrial production fell more than expected in 
March as pandemic restrictions and war in Ukraine 
disrupted supply chains, making it difficult to fill orders, 
official data showed on Friday. 
The Federal Statistics Office s 
 

Click on title to view the full story. 
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LAST CHANGE %CHG
$35.34 $4.45 14.41%
$8.71 $1.04 13.56%
$26.28 $2.53 10.65%
$34.32 $3.26 10.50%
$14.40 $1.31 10.01%
$12.05 $1.09 9.95%
$27.44 $2.41 9.63%
$72.07 $5.91 8.93%
$27.15 $2.19 8.77%
$20.96 $1.66 8.60%

Peyto Exploration & Development Corp

S&P/TSX: LEADERS
Trisura Group Ltd
Martinrea International Inc
Cenovus Energy Inc
Paramount Resources Ltd

Nuvista Energy Ltd
Vermilion Energy Inc
Tourmaline Oil Corp
Sleep Country Canada Holdings Inc
MEG Energy Corp

LAST CHANGE %CHG
$2.71 -$0.92 -25.34%
$17.36 -$3.85 -18.15%
$7.50 -$1.66 -18.12%
$20.69 -$3.72 -15.24%
$27.86 -$4.18 -13.05%
$39.80 -$5.95 -13.01%
$25.34 -$3.37 -11.74%
$486.07 -$63.46 -11.55%
$16.37 -$2.10 -11.37%
$63.98 -$7.86 -10.94%

Home Capital Group Inc

S&P/TSX: LAGGARDS
IAMGOLD Corp
Dye & Durham Ltd
Equinox Gold Corp
Bausch Health Companies Inc

Aritzia Inc
Lightspeed Commerce Inc
Shopify Inc
Ero Copper Corp
Nuvei Corp
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WEEKLY PERFORMERS – S&P500 

LAST CHANGE %CHG
$347.00 $82.01 30.95%
$242.41 $49.58 25.71%
$69.69 $11.52 19.80%
$64.94 $9.85 17.88%
$270.18 $37.71 16.22%
$129.18 $17.70 15.88%
$41.40 $5.50 15.32%
$117.25 $14.18 13.76%
$444.94 $52.70 13.44%
$132.22 $15.46 13.24%

Pioneer Natural Resources Co

S&P500: LEADERS
Epam Systems Inc
Albemarle Corp
Devon Energy Corp
Occidental Petroleum Corp

Valero Energy Corp
NRG Energy Inc
Hess Corp
Monolithic Power Systems Inc
EOG Resources Inc

LAST CHANGE %CHG
$9.85 -$4.34 -30.58%
$10.89 -$4.47 -29.10%
$132.33 -$42.42 -24.27%
$22.22 -$6.29 -22.06%
$249.05 -$47.60 -16.05%
$214.51 -$38.16 -15.10%
$16.91 -$3.00 -15.07%
$95.37 -$16.91 -15.06%
$366.64 -$63.84 -14.83%
$351.89 -$56.69 -13.87%

Illumina Inc

S&P500: LAGGARDS
Under Armour Inc - C.
Under Armour Inc - A.
Expedia Group Inc
DISH Network Corp

Rockwell Automation Inc
News Corp
Akamai Technologies Inc
IDEXX Laboratories Inc
Dexcom Inc

  Source: Refinitiv 
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NBF RATINGS & TARGET PRICE CHANGES 
 

 
Company Symbol Current Rating Previous Rating

Current 
Target

Previous 
Target

5N Plus Inc. VNP Sector Perform Outperform C$2.50 C$4.25
Algonquin Power & Utilities Corp. AQN Sector Perform Outperform US$16.00 US$16.00
AltaGas Ltd. ALA Outperform Outperform C$32.00 C$31.00
Andlauer Healthcare Group Inc. AND Sector Perform Sector Perform C$50.00 C$49.50
ATCO Ltd. ACO.X Sector Perform Sector Perform C$46.00 C$45.00
AutoCanada Inc. ACQ Sector Perform Outperform C$37.00 C$52.00
Brookfield Infrastructure Partners L.P. BIP.un Outperform Outperform US$69.00 US$68.00
BSR REIT HOM.U Outperform Restricted US$24.50 Restricted
Canadian Utilities Limited CU Sector Perform Sector Perform C$37.00 C$36.00
Capital Power Corporation CPX Outperform Outperform C$48.00 C$47.00
Cargojet Inc. CJT Sector Perform Sector Perform C$185.00 C$199.00
Centerra Gold Inc. CG Outperform Outperform C$15.00 C$16.00
Chorus Aviation Inc. CHR Outperform Sector Perform C$5.50 C$4.65
Colliers International Group Inc. CIGI Outperform Outperform US$164.00 US$176.00
Crew Energy Inc. CR Sector Perform Sector Perform C$6.00 C$5.75
Dialogue Health Technologies Inc. CARE Outperform Outperform C$11.50 C$12.25
DIRTT Environmental Solutions Ltd. DRT Sector Perform Sector Perform US$2.25 US$2.75
Eldorado Gold Corp. ELD Outperform Outperform C$19.00 C$20.00
Equinox Gold Corp. EQX Outperform Outperform C$12.00 C$14.00
European Residential Real Estate Investment Tr ERE.un Outperform Outperform C$5.80 C$5.50
Fortis Inc. FTS Sector Perform Sector Perform C$60.00 C$59.00
Good Natured Products Inc. GDNP Restricted Restricted
Home Capital Group Inc. HCG Outperform Outperform C$38.00 C$45.00
IAMGOLD Corporation IMG Sector Perform Outperform C$3.25 C$5.50
IGM Financial Inc. IGM Outperform Outperform C$53.00 C$57.00
Imperial Oil Ltd IMO Sector Perform Sector Perform C$80.00 C$78.00
Kiwetinohk Energy Corp. KEC Outperform  C$18.00
LifeWorks Inc. LWRK Sector Perform Sector Perform C$24.00 C$26.00
Loblaw Companies Limited L Outperform Outperform C$122.00 C$120.00
Loop Energy Inc. LPEN Outperform Outperform C$7.00 C$8.50
Lundin Gold Inc. LUG Sector Perform Sector Perform C$14.00 C$13.50
NFI Group Inc. NFI Sector Perform Outperform C$14.00 C$19.00
Rogers Sugar Inc. RSI Sector Perform Sector Perform C$5.75 C$5.25
Savaria Corporation SIS Outperform Outperform C$23.00 C$23.50
Shopify Inc. SHOP Outperform Outperform US$750.00 US$1000.00
Sleep Country Canada Holdings Inc. ZZZ Sector Perform Sector Perform C$37.00 C$33.00
Taseko Mines Limited TKO Sector Perform Sector Perform C$3.00 C$3.25
TFI International Inc. TFII Outperform Outperform C$146.00 C$142.00
TMX Group Limited X Sector Perform Sector Perform C$141.00 C$139.00
Uni-Select Inc. UNS Outperform Outperform C$33.50 C$31.00
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STRATEGIC LIST - WEEKLY UPDATE 
 

(May 2nd – May 6th) 
 
No Changes this Week 
 
 
Comments: 
 
 
Consumer Staples (Market Weight) 
 
Loblaw Companies Ltd. (L) 
 
NBF: Loblaw reported Q1/22 adjusted EPS of $1.36 versus NBF at $1.30 and consensus at $1.32; last year was $1.13. 
NBF views  Q1/22 results to be solid given a beat across most key metrics. Relative to NBF, Food Retail sales were ahead 
while Drug Retail sales were slightly shy. Similarly, L's gross margin was ahead and SG&A was below. Consolidated 
revenue was $12,262 mln vs. NBF at $12,225 mln; LY was $11,872 mln. Food Retail revenue was $8,682 mln vs. NBF at 
$8,649 mln; LY was $8,479 mln. Food Retail sssg was 2.1% vs. NBF at 1.5%; LY was 0.1%. Drug Retail (SC) revenue was 
$3,363 mln vs. NBF at $3,375 mln; LY was $3,191 mln. Total Drug Retail sssg was 5.2% vs. NBF at 5.5%; LY was -1.7%. 
Total adj. EBITDA was $1,343 mln vs. NBF at $1,302 mln and consensus at $1,304 mln; LY was $1,218 mln. Retail adj. 
EBITDA was $1,285 mln vs. NBF at $1,243 mln; LY was $1,145 mln. Loblaw also increased the quarterly dividend by 11% 
to $0.405/sh from $0.365/sh. Loblaw noted a continued shift to discount banners, with the sales mix between the 
conventional and discount banners returning to pre-pandemic levels, exiting Q1/22. In addition, Drug Retail benefited from 
loosening of social restrictions; mix improvement aided margins. NBF continues to maintain a favourable view of Loblaw 
and recommends it as a top pick in its staples coverage, supported by several key themes: (a) Benefits from management’s 
improvement initiatives; (b) EPS growth (low double-digit y/y in 2022 as guided by management); (c) A return to more 
favourable trends in discount and drug store (where Loblaw over-indexes); and (d) Potential structural benefits, including 
longer-term stronger grocery demand. In NBF’s view Loblaw is well-positioned to navigate this turbulent environment. NBF 
maintained its Outperform rating and raised its target price to $122.00 from $120.00. The higher target price largely reflects 
higher estimates.  
 
Energy (Overweight) 
 
Enbridge Inc. (ENB) 
 
Reuters: The company reported a 4.34% rise in first-quarter profit, as a surge in demand for oil and gas boosted the pipeline 
operator's shipment volumes. Canada, the world's fourth-largest crude producer, is looking for ways to boost pipeline 
utilisation amid surging U.S LNG export volumes to Europe, as it seeks to slash its dependence on Russian energy, following 
its invasion of Ukraine. This has helped Enbridge, which moves about 20% of all gas consumed in the U.S and most of 
Canada's crude exports to the country. Enbridge said it transported 3 million barrels per day (bpd) on its Mainline system in 
the first quarter, higher than 2.75 million a year earlier. Separately, the company said it would jointly develop a low-carbon 
hydrogen and ammonia production and export facility with energy portfolio company Humble Midstream, at its Ingleside 
Energy Center (EIEC) in Texas. The Calgary-based company's adjusted earnings rose to C$1.7 billion, or 84 Canadian 
cents per share, in the three months to March 31, from C$1.63 billion, or 81 Canadian cents per share, a year earlier.  
 
Tourmaline Oil Corp. (TOU) 
 
NBF: TOU reported first quarter operating & financial results in line with expectations, including average production of 507.0 
mboe/d (22% liquids) and associated CFPS of $3.18 (vs. consensus $3.16). During the quarter, the company’s production 
expanded by 5% sequentially on a 43% payout (<40% annual spend; ~15% implied FCF yield), which was significantly 
supported by expanding realizations (+8% Q/Q) and its relatively defensible cost structure (+11%) that saw its cash netback 
expand by 9%.TOU’s development program continues to advance steadily, with 85 wells brought on-stream during the 
period, and support noted through its operational acumen that highlight the continued strength of its efficiencies. With that, 
TOU has nudged its capital program higher (+2%), and continues to support a 3-5% growth trajectory on the basis of a 
<25% payout (to imply 17% FCF yield). One of the key initiatives highlighted within its program, is its Conroy North Montney 
development, that will target commissioning in tandem with that of LNG Canada. Given long-term debt targets have been 
achieved (Q1 net debt of $769.1 mln, 0.2x annualized D/CF), the company continues to honour its commitments to return 
of capital, announcing its third special dividend in the amount of $1.50 per share. Inclusive of its base dividend, on a trailing 
basis the company has returned $4.21 per share, or 10% yield on a 36% payout. Residually, it also expects to make Q3/22 
& Q4/22 special dividend announcement, while also pressing forward with base dividend expansion (sustainable down to 
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$2/mcf) as well as tactical share buy backs. Lastly, TOU’s interest in TPZ (~36%) continues to offer significant upside to 
shareholders (NBF projected a value scenario of $47.50, which would imply $7 per share in value to TOU shareholders). 
Bottom line, TOU reported a characteristically strong quarter, with another special dividend announced to highlight its stellar 
value fundamentals. NBF maintained its Outperform rating and $75.00 target price.  
 
Information Technology (Underweight) 
 
Kinaxis Inc. (KXS) 
 
NBF: KXS reported strong FQ1 results that came in well ahead of expectations. Notably, in a seasonally soft quarter, the 
Company matched its highest (ever) number of new customer wins, comparable to its seasonally strong FQ4’21 with Adj. 
EBITDA also ahead of expectations. KXS has and continues to be one of NBF’s Top Picks given the market the Company 
operates in combined with its leading technical position (validated independently by industry firms like Gartner) and 
defensive attributes (recurring revenue, FCF, strong balance sheet). What’s different today is that Kinaxis’ moves in recent 
years has also increased its target TAM. Bottom line, in a challenging tech tape, investors looking for growth tech should 
consider this name that’s right in the crosshairs of helping enterprises address their supply chain challenges with underlying 
profitability and balance sheet strength. NBF maintained its Outperform rating and $250.00 target price.  
 
Open Text Corp. (OTEX) 
 
NBF: OpenText reported solid FQ3 (CQ1) results relative to both NBF and consensus expectations. In NBF’s view, the 
results continue to highlight OpenText’s defensive attributes with an estimated FCF yield of over 7% from a strong recurring 
revenue base (83% of revenue; up 300 bps Q/Q) driven by strong Cloud bookings. NBF notes EBITDA margins fell 700 bps 
Q/Q following the acquisition of Zix and investments made to drive sustainable organic growth. Looking at the company’s 
past acquisitions, that margin contraction is not unusual. As such, NBF expects margins to return to the former (upward) 
trajectory once Zix is fully integrated (end of CQ4/22).  Importantly, OpenText announced it recorded its fifth consecutive 
quarter of positive Y/Y organic revenue growth – which NBF estimates was in the range of 1-2%. Looking ahead, while 
organic growth offers some potential option value, NBF believes the Company will return to its acquisition-led growth 
strategy given the downward rerating in valuations across the sector over the past six months. Bottom line, OTEX remains 
one of NBF’s favourite “legacy” names.  With the market sentiment favouring profitability and cash flow, OTEX offers those 
compelling defensive attributes. NBF sees a growing base of recurring revenue through opportunistic acquisitions, 
expanding operating leverage and optionality from organic growth. NBF reiterated its Outperform rating and US$60.00 target 
price. 
 
Utilities (Underweight) 
 
Capital Power Corp. (CPX) 
 
NBF: CPX reported Q1/22 adj. EBITDA of $348 mln versus NBF $307 mln estimate, reflecting higher Alberta Commercial 
contributions as well as strong wind resources in Ontario. Given the outsized performance year-to-date combined with a 
robust Alberta power price outlook, CPX now expects full year results to meet or exceed the higher end of its 2022 EBITDA 
guidance of $1,110-$1,160 mln (NBF: $1,166 mln), while reiterating its 5% dividend growth through 2025. While still in the 
early innings, CPX reaffirmed the $1.8-$2.0 bln budget for its Genesee CCS project following completion of the pre-FEED 
study. Meanwhile, the company views the 50% federal CCUS investment tax credit as supporting attractive economics, 
while Enbridge progressing towards being awarded sequestration rights for its proposed Wabamun hub keeps the FID 
timeline on track for mid-2023 (online 2026). From a funding standpoint, the company cited ongoing discussions with 
Canada Infrastructure Bank and other potential partnerships including First Nations groups. Refreshing its commodity deck 
in line with current strip pricing, including Alberta power prices of >$80/MWh in 2023 (was $65/MWh), partially offset by 
higher AECO pricing assumptions, NBF’s near-term estimates move up with 2023e AFFO/sh at $6.30 (was $5.90), while 
2023e D/EBITDA slides down to 3.3x (was 3.7x). Based on changes to its estimates, NBF’s target bumps up $1 to $48.00. 
Combined with its view of the company being best positioned for a valuation rerate related to the decarbonization / clean 
energy transition theme with visibility towards renewables / zero-emitting generation surpassing >50% of EBITDA, NBF 
maintained its Outperform rating. 
 
Innergex Renewable Energy Corp. (INE) 
 
NBF: NBF updated its Q1 estimates, calling for weak hydro generation in BC and Chile and soft winds in France. This could 
be partially offset by good generation at INE's U.S. hydro and wind assets. With inflation, NBF believes INE could see strong 
pricing, with contract indexation and some exposure to spot pricing in Texas. NBF forecasts generation of 2,267 GWh (was 
2,454 GWh), and prop. adj. EBITDA of $134 mln (was $148 mln, cons. $135 mln). INE could close the acquisition of three 
wind farms in Chile and with Q1 results, NBF will look for updates on its U.S. solar projects (total of >250 MW). On growth, 
INE could benefit from RFPs in France (could see 2 GW/yr of wind and 3GW/yr of solar growth) and now Québec. The 
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province announced up to an additional 2.3 GW of RFPs for renewables and INE maintains a strong development pipeline 
there. Hydro-Québec (HQ) also wants to develop up to 3 GW of wind projects with partners, which could include INE (HQ 
is INE's largest shareholder). With rising bond yields, NBF increased its discount rate to 6% (was 5.5%), but with the impact 
of inflation on power prices, NBF’s $23.00 target price is unchanged. With INE's acquisitions now baked into its model and 
with rising rates and a slow down in U.S. solar markets, NBF’s target now includes $1/sh for added growth (was $3/sh). 
INE's current price makes for an attractive entry point, even with discounted growth. INE reports Q1 results on May 10th 
after close, with a c.c. at 5.30 PM ET. Maintain Outperform rating. 
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Company Symbol  Addition 
Date 

 Addition 
Price  Last Price Yield 

(%) Beta %  
SPTSX

NBF Sector 
Weight

Communication Services #### 5.2 Market Weight
Quebecor Inc. QBRb.TO 29-Nov-18  $    28.70  $     29.54 4.1 0.5
Rogers Communications Inc. RCIb.TO 13-Feb-20  $    65.84  $     66.96 2.9 0.5
Consumer Discretionary LAST_PRICEQY_DVD_YLD 3.2 Market Weight
Canadian Tire Corporation Ltd. CTCa.TO 18-Nov-21  $  174.10  $   169.45 3.0 1.9
Dollarama Inc. DOL.TO 19-Mar-20  $    38.96  $     70.54 0.3 0.6
Consumer Staples 3.9 Market Weight
Loblaw Companies Ltd. L.TO 25-Mar-21  $    68.50  $   111.76 1.4 0.3
Premium Brands Holdings Corp. PBH.TO 17-Feb-22  $  122.90  $   105.22 2.7 0.7
Energy 16.9 Overweight
Cenovus Energy Inc. CVE.TO 16-Jan-20  $    12.26  $     26.28 1.6 2.5
Enbridge Inc. ENB.TO 21-Jan-15  $    59.87  $     58.47 6.0 0.9
Tourmaline Oil Corp. TOU.TO 13-Aug-20  $    16.68  $     72.07 1.1 1.4
Financials 31.3 Market Weight
Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce CM.TO 29-Mar-22  $  156.28  $   139.82 4.6 1.1
Element Fleet  Management Corp EFN.TO 02-Apr-20  $      8.58  $     11.22 2.8 1.2
Fairfax Financial Holdings Ltd. FFH.TO 20-Dec-18  $  585.81  $   675.77 1.9 0.9
Intact Financial Corp. IFC.TO 11-Jun-20  $  130.04  $   177.06 2.3 0.8
Royal Bank of Canada RY.TO 19-Jun-13  $    60.69  $   129.59 3.7 0.9
Sun Life Financial SLF.TO 10-Dec-20  $    57.07  $     63.68 4.1 1.4
Health Care 0.7 Market Weight
Industrials 11.4 Market Weight
ATS Automation Tooling Systems Inc. ATA.TO 18-Nov-21  $    48.62  $     34.42 0.0 0.7
Toromont Industries Ltd TIH.TO 05-Dec-19  $    67.24  $   109.13 1.4 0.8
Information Technology 6.3 Underweight
Kinaxis Inc. KXS.TO 19-Mar-20  $  100.05  $   138.39 0.0 0.7
Open Text Corp. OTEX.TO 26-Oct-16  $    41.61  $     49.36 2.3 0.9
Materials 13.6 Overweight
Agnico Eagle Mines Ltd. AEM.TO 29-Mar-22  $    75.74  $     73.91 2.8 0.6
Kinross Gold Corp. K.TO 16-Sep-21  $      7.06  $       6.33 2.4 0.5
Teck Resources Ltd. TECKb.TO 01-Nov-17  $    27.15  $     51.43 1.0 1.2
REITs 2.8 Underweight
Canadian Apartment Properties REIT CAR_u.TO 10-Dec-20  $    49.82  $     47.34 3.0 0.7
Summit Industrial Income REIT SMU_u.TO 17-Feb-22  $    21.50  $     19.13 2.9 1.2
Utilities 4.8 Underweight
Capital Power Corp. CPX.TO 22-Aug-19  $    30.90  $     44.49 4.9 1.2
Innergex Renewable Energy Inc. INE.TO 22-Aug-19  $    15.00  $     16.68 4.3 0.8

Source:  Refinitiv (Priced May 6, 2022 after market close)

* R = Restricted Stocks - Stocks placed under restriction while on The NBF Strategic List will remain on the list, but noted as Restricted in accordance with 
compliance requirements  
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 Date Time Indicator Name Period Prior Consensus Unit
09-May 10:00 Employment Trends Apr 120.56 Index
09-May 10:00 Wholesale Invt(y), R MM Mar 2.3% 2.3% Percent
09-May 10:00 Wholesale Sales MM Mar 1.7% Percent

10-May 06:00 NFIB Business Optimism Idx Apr 93.20 Index

11-May 07:00 MBA Mortgage Applications 6 May, w/e 2.5% Percent
11-May 07:00 Mortgage Market Index 6 May, w/e 351.8 Index
11-May 07:00 MBA Purchase Index 6 May, w/e 244.4 Index
11-May 07:00 Mortgage Refinance Index 6 May, w/e 932.3 Index
11-May 07:00 MBA 30-Yr Mortgage Rate 6 May, w/e 5.36% Percent
11-May 08:30 Core CPI MM, SA Apr 0.3% 0.4% Percent
11-May 08:30 Core CPI YY, NSA Apr 6.5% 6.0% Percent
11-May 08:30 CPI MM, SA Apr 1.2% 0.2% Percent
11-May 08:30 CPI YY, NSA Apr 8.5% 8.1% Percent
11-May 08:30 Real Weekly Earnings MM Apr -1.1% Percent
11-May 12:00 Refinitiv IPSOS PCSI May 52.65 Index (diffusion)
11-May 14:00 Federal Budget,$ Apr -193.00B USD

12-May 08:30 Initial Jobless Clm 2 May, w/e 200k 203k Person
12-May 08:30 Jobless Clm 4Wk Avg 2 May, w/e 188.00k Person
12-May 08:30 Cont Jobless Clm 25 Apr, w/e 1.384M Person
12-May 08:30 PPI Machine Manuf'ing Apr 161.4 Index
12-May 08:30 PPI Final Demand YY Apr 11.2% 10.7% Percent
12-May 08:30 PPI Final Demand MM Apr 1.4% 0.5% Percent
12-May 08:30 PPI exFood/Energy YY Apr 9.2% 8.9% Percent
12-May 08:30 PPI exFood/Energy MM Apr 1.0% 0.6% Percent
12-May 08:30 PPI ex Food/Energy/Tr YY Apr 7.0% Percent
12-May 08:30 PPI ex Food/Energy/Tr MM Apr 0.9% Percent

13-May 08:30 Import Prices MM Apr 2.6% 0.6% Percent
13-May 08:30 Export Prices MM Apr 4.5% 1.0% Percent
13-May 08:30 Import Prices YY Apr 12.5% Percent
13-May 10:00 U Mich Sentiment Prelim May 65.2 63.6 Index
13-May 10:00 U Mich Conditions Prelim May 69.4 Index
13-May 10:00 U Mich Expectations Prelim May 62.5 Index
13-May 10:00 U Mich 1Yr Inf Prelim May 5.4% Percent
13-May 10:00 U Mich 5-Yr Inf Prelim May 3.0% Percent

Date Time Indicator Name Period Prior Consensus Unit
09-May 08:30 Building Permits MM. Mar 21.0% Percent

10-May 06:00 Leading Index MM Apr -0.05% Percent

11-May 12:00 Refinitiv IPSOS PCSI May 49.98 Index (diffusion)

13-May 10:30 BoC Senior Loan Officer Surve Q1 -9.38% Percent

U.S. INDICATORS

CANADIAN INDICATORS
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Week Ahead THE ECONOMIC CALENDAR  
(May 9th – May 13th) 

 

    Source : Refinitiv 
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S&P500 INDEX QUARTERLY EARNINGS CALENDAR 
 
 
 
Monday May 9th, 2022 

 
 
Tuesday May 10th, 2022 

 
 
Wednesday May 11th, 2022 

 
 
Thursday May 12th, 2022 

 
 
 
Friday May 13th, 2022 
 
No earnings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Refinitiv, NBF Research 
* Companies of the S&P500 index expected to report.  
 

COMPANY* SYMBOL TIME EPS ESTIMATE 
Exelon Corp EXC BMO 0.653  
Viatris Inc VTRS BMO 0.826  
Duke Energy Corp DUK 07:00 1.325  
Tyson Foods Inc TSN BMO 1.899  
Simon Property Group Inc SPG AMC 2.755  
International Flavors & Fragrance IFF AMC 1.358  
Microchip Technology Inc MCHP AMC 1.253  

COMPANY* SYMBOL TIME EPS ESTIMATE 
Sysco Corp SYY BMO 0.548  
TransDigm Group Inc TDG BMO 3.641  
DENTSPLY SIRONA Inc XRAY BMO 0.567  
Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings NCLH 07:00 (1.53) 
Fox Corp FOXA 08:00 0.877  
Occidental Petroleum Corp OXY AMC 2.049  
Welltower Inc WELL AMC 0.824  
Wynn Resorts Ltd WYNN AMC (1.15) 
Electronic Arts Inc EA AMC 1.424  

COMPANY* SYMBOL TIME EPS ESTIMATE 
Walt Disney Co/The DIS AMC 1.18  
STERIS PLC STE AMC 2.023  

COMPANY* SYMBOL TIME EPS ESTIMATE 
Tapestry Inc TPR BMO 0.414  
Motorola Solutions Inc MSI AMC 1.578  
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S&P/TSX QUARTERLY EARNINGS CALENDAR 
 
 
 
Monday May 9th, 2022 

 
 
Tuesday May 10th, 2022 

 
 
Wednesday May 11th, 2022 

COMPANY* SYMBOL TIME EPS ESTIMATE 
CT Real Estate Investment Trust CRT-U AMC 0.31  
Hudbay Minerals Inc HBM AMC 0.10  
Boardwalk Real Estate Investment Trust BEI-U AMC 0.708  
ERO Copper Corp ERO AMC 0.356  
Element Fleet Management Corp EFN AMC 0.204  
RioCan Real Estate Investment REI-U AMC 0.403  
Ritchie Bros Auctioneers Inc RBA AMC 0.254  
Finning International Inc FTT AMC 0.514  
Suncor Energy Inc SU 22:00 1.653  

COMPANY* SYMBOL TIME EPS ESTIMATE 
InterRent Real Estate Investment Trust IIP-U BMO 0.139  
Ivanhoe Mines Ltd IVN BMO 0.064  
George Weston Ltd WN 07:00 1.905  
Nuvei Corp NVEI BMO 0.386  
Bausch Health Cos Inc BHC BMO 1.033  
Cronos Group Inc CRON BMO (0.085) 
Keyera Corp KEY BMO 0.518  
Superior Plus Corp SPB 16:00 0.651  
Freehold Royalties Ltd FRU AMC 0.27  
Equitable Group Inc EQB AMC 2.10  
Summit Industrial Income REIT SMU-U AMC 0.184  
NuVista Energy Ltd NVA AMC 0.445  
Kinross Gold Corp K AMC 0.067  
Tricon Residential Inc TCN AMC 0.363  
Exchange Income Corp EIF AMC 0.109  
Northland Power Inc NPI AMC 0.477  
Innergex Renewable Energy Inc INE AMC (0.047) 
Converge Technology Solutions CTS AMC 0.065  
Intact Financial Corp IFC AMC 2.302  
Turquoise Hill Resources Ltd TRQ AMC 0.263  
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Thursday May 12th, 2022 

 

COMPANY* SYMBOL TIME EPS ESTIMATE 
Well Health Technologies Corp WELL  0.008  
Endeavour Silver Corp EDR BMO 0.046  
Boyd Group Services Inc BYD BMO 0.083  
Parex Resources Inc PXT  1.08  
Linamar Corp LNR 16:00 1.015  
Manulife Financial Corp MFC AMC 0.832  
Sun Life Financial Inc SLF AMC 1.404  
Pan American Silver Corp PAAS AMC 0.215  
WSP Global Inc WSP AMC 1.121  
Stantec Inc STN AMC 0.595  
Interfor Corp IFP AMC 6.968  
Vermilion Energy Inc VET AMC 1.15  
Torex Gold Resources Inc TXG AMC 0.399  
Granite Real Estate Investment GRT-U AMC 1.047  
Wesdome Gold Mines Ltd WDO AMC 0.125  
Crombie Real Estate Investment CRR-U AMC 0.283  
Power Corp of Canada POW AMC 0.986  
goeasy Ltd GSY AMC 2.819  
Sandstorm Gold Ltd SSL AMC 0.054  
Osisko Gold Royalties Ltd OR AMC 0.085  
Peyto Exploration & Development PEY AMC 0.55  
Fortuna Silver Mines Inc FVI AMC 0.103  
CCL Industries Inc CCL/B 17:30 0.758  

COMPANY* SYMBOL TIME EPS ESTIMATE 
SmartCentres Real Estate Investment Trust SRU-U  0.502  
Birchcliff Energy Ltd BIR  0.362  
ECN Capital Corp ECN  0.051  
Headwater Exploration Inc HWX  0.197  
SilverCrest Metals Inc SIL  (0.043) 
Intertape Polymer Group Inc ITP  0.416  
Crescent Point Energy Corp CPG  0.457  
First Majestic Silver Corp FR  0.023  
CI Financial Corp CIX BMO 0.84  
Cascades Inc CAS BMO 0.053  
Brookfield Asset Management Inc BAM/A 07:00 0.702  
Docebo Inc DCBO BMO (0.065) 
Quebecor Inc QBR/B BMO 0.524  
Primo Water Corp PRMW  0.063  
Canadian Tire Corp Ltd CTC/A 08:00 1.804  
iA Financial Corp Inc IAG AMC 1.964  
Badger Infrastructure Solution BDGI AMC (0.111) 
Algonquin Power & Utilities Co AQN AMC 0.211  
H&R Real Estate Investment Trust HR-U AMC 0.275  
Sienna Senior Living Inc SIA AMC  
NorthWest Healthcare Properties REIT NWH-U AMC 0.21  
Dye & Durham Ltd DND AMC 0.097  
Capstone Copper Corp CS AMC 0.111  
Aurora Cannabis Inc ACB AMC (0.205) 
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Friday May 13th, 2022 

 
Source: Refinitiv, NBF Research 
*Companies of the S&P/TSX index expected to report. Stocks from the Strategic List are in Bold. 

COMPANY* SYMBOL TIME EPS ESTIMATE 
Park Lawn Corp PLC  0.362  
Seabridge Gold Inc SEA  (0.04) 
Energy Fuels Inc/Canada EFR   
Hut 8 Mining Corp HUT  0.083  
Onex Corp ONEX BMO (1.75) 
Emera Inc EMA BMO 0.93  
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Disclosures 
 
The particulars contained herein were obtained from sources which we believe to be reliable but are not 
guaranteed by us and may be incomplete and may be subject to change without notice.  The information is 
current as of the date of this document. Neither the author nor NBF assumes any obligation to update the 
information or advise on further developments relating to the topics or securities discussed. The opinions 
expressed are based upon the author(s) analysis and interpretation of these particulars and are not to be 
construed as a solicitation or offer to buy or sell the securities mentioned herein, and nothing in this document 
constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or recommendation contained herein is suitable or 
appropriate to a recipient’s individual circumstances. In all cases, investors should conduct their own 
investigation and analysis of such information before taking or omitting to take any action in relation to securities 
or markets that are analyzed in this document. The document alone is not intended to form the basis for an 
investment decision, or to replace any due diligence or analytical work required by you in making an investment 
decision. 
  
This document was prepared by National Bank Financial Inc. (NBF), a Canadian investment dealer, a dealer 
member of IIROC and an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of National Bank of Canada. National Bank of 
Canada is a public company listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange. 
  
NBF is a member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund. 
  
 
For NBF Disclosures, please visit URL:http://www.nbin.ca/contactus/disclosures.html 
 
 
Click on the following link to see National Bank Financial Markets Statement of Policies: 
http://nbfm.ca/en/statement-of-policies 
 
  
© 2022 National Bank Financial Inc. All rights reserved. Any reproduction, in whole or in part, is strictly 
prohibited without the prior written consent of National Bank Financial Inc. ® The NATIONAL BANK FINANCIAL 
MARKETS and N logos are registered trademarks of National Bank of Canada used under license by authorized 
third parties. 

http://www.nbin.ca/contactus/disclosures.html
http://nbfm.ca/en/statement-of-policies
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